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How energy flows within the order of the black sun..and what is the black sun?? And How we 

override this system. 

This system must see the light (truth) to be transformed before implementation of the Cities of Light. 

It has to be deactivated, transmuted and therefore can not be fed with the source light that is 

coming to earth, by implementation of the energies of the cities of light; 

https://www.facebook.com/events/842404092449779/ 

http://beforeitsnews.com/space/2014/12/why-are-the-galactic-federation-of-light-pumping-the-

cities-of-light-will-appear-soon-2486322.html 

 

 

Now that Gaia's energies are being cleared and transmuted by using the violet flame it is safe to 

reveal how energy flows within the rituals of the Dark Cabal (top of the piramid)..the "Wealthy" 1% 

of Humanity. Please see the following image (piramid): 

 

As we (global leyline project participants) all know now, the ones at the top of the piramid know how 

energy flows through the universe and are aware of the power of collective intent/vision to 

manifest/empower.They are the alchemists and they have been hiding this knowledge for eons of 

time. 

WHERE YOUR MIND GOES YOUR ENERGY FLOWS. YOUR ENERGY BODY BASICALLY KNOWS 3 THINGS: 

ATTENTION, INTENTION AND AWARENESS AND WHERE YOU AIM IT, YOU FEED. 

 

In the image above people direct their energy towards (answer to) the layer above them.This is how 

the duality matrix is build up in layers of hierarchy. Climbing up the piramid people become aware 

how humanity is manipulated. For keeping their silence they receive materialistic rewards/money or 

are threatened when they reveal certain knowledge. 

 

At the Top we have the alchemists/magicians/etherical beings/reptilian shapeshifters etc. AND ARE 

THE OPPOSIT OF THE LIGHTWORKERS WHO DEDICATE THE ENERGIES TO HEAL THE WORLD. 

 

The Lower layers of the piramid follow the intention of the layers above them. As we know by now, 

the energy is directed is a 2 way system (we are transmitters and receivers/dna coil). When we 

energetically connect. In a power over situation: boss/worker, The boss imagines what the worker 

must do. The boss using the energies of the female principal by imagining what the workers have to 

do (pineal gland) and the workers use only the energies of the male principal: the solar plexus and 

the chakras below,The knowing how to mainfest. Directing the powers of the pineal heart connection 

towards somebody else...empowering the person. This is not your idea and therefore your pineal 

gland becomes dormant, not activate by light. (input through the crown chakra) 

 



As you can imagine the ones at the top of the piramid are empowered by everybody below 

them.Together we have kept the matrix alive by giving our powers away by following somebody elses 

intention. The cabal has kept the world in the duality matrix based on 2 basic fears: Fear of loss and 

fear of death (non-existance). Fear is only a feeling (indicator) that something is not true and does 

not resonate with source. In other words NO heartconnection (vertical connection): NOT TRUE. 

The ones at the top of the piramid are the opponants of the forces of light ( lightworkers working 

towards world freedom). 

 

They (mis) use the same powerful symbols as we do and come together at power 

spots/vortices/leyline nodes.They have been wel organized through the eons of time. 

As I have described in the document "How did we become souls of distortion", in the centre of every 

human cell resides in minature sun, a needle point of source material,around which the atoms circle. 

(boson/higgs particle). 

 

The etherical shape shifters at the top of the piramid have no connection to the leylines. As the bible 

says ...kicked out of heaven/lightgrid..and therefore become mortal when not fed. But they need 

source energy to maintain their Creator's awareness and therefore: 

 

The foreign installation within the human form: Within the human form resides a low vibrating 

foreign installation.The Candida/herpes web. This fungus is connected to every cell and is the 

opponant of the meridian chakra (light) system .It is acivated by sugar,emotional stress (no heart 

connection/low mind) and a "poor"/unhealthy life style".A healthy lifestyle and enlightened meridian 

system (high vibrating heartconnection) overrides the foreign installation...does not FEED it...Gives it 

NO energy..Attention.This is The Battle Within..The Ego Mind let's the Body vibrate lower..only 

activating the reptilian reflex brain...and leaving the angelic and christed extraterrestrial brain 

dormant,because you have a horizontal connection with a source outside the self. 

When you follow someone elses intention your pineal gland becomes dormant...no vertical input..no 

imagination ..no ideas of yourself..Your direct your powers to someone else. When you are in a state 

of fear the energies that Gaia gives you to activate the higher Chakras go somehwere. They are 

projected (transmit) through the ether/air towards the one that you follow (receive). You must know 

the dark etherical beings "are/where kings of the element AIR/ETHER. When you are in a state of 

fear, your energybody leaks  your project it through the ether towards another being...you feed 

it...and give it away by your FREE WILL/CHOICE. 

 

The Ones at the TOP of the Duality Matrix come together during powerful alignments (as we do) and 

direct these energies trough the leylines towards what they Call the BLACK SUN...A Black Whole 

SUCKS (haha)...And the artificial Blackhole the Cabal has created is CERN. 

Please compare Tesla's work with CERN. 

Tesla (black and white image) 

 

CERN Taps of the leylines by using GOLD and therefore is indirectly connected to source energy: the 

sun of Hollow earth. 



The BOSON/HIGGS particle needed to energize this artificial stargate (CERN) comes indirectly from 

humanity itself. And has been waiting to be energized by the higher frequency of the sun flares that 

bring in the codes of GEN-ISIS within the human form. 

Atomic tests have been about: How do you part energy from it's physical form. When the earth's 

energyfield can be devided from it's physical form a duality matrix can Copy the wrong codes into 

other dimensions by projecting it at entrances to other dimensions: blackholes. Ether Copies. Dna 

resonates at distance 

 

This is not the first time in earth's history that this knowledge/technology has been misused and has 

also caused an atomic blast during the times of atlantis. The Lightforces are the Living proof that this 

will not happen again and therefore prove their loving intent. It's about the lies in the surface that 

must be revealed. Cern can not be activated the leyline grid has taken over by the forces of the light 

(lightworkers/groundcrew) 

 

Overriding the foreign installation with the human form. To get clear up some confusion. All 

data/comes to you through the upwards of downwards spiral ,the upwards spiral is connected to the 

motherboard of Gaia/inner sun and the downwards spiral comes from your higher self. Your brain 

does not store data ,It translates Data (angelic christed extraterrestrial brain) and brings it to the 

surface to manifest.Using the the reptilian brain..Knowledge/imagination how to manifest into the 

physical form.The Reptilian brain is the connection/adapter from the higher dimensions into the 

physical and is to be the servant of the higher brain. 

 

Why has cannabis been forbidden for a very long time??. We have etherical implants and blockages 

caused by damage Dna caused by the atomic blast of Atlantis. We have been Taught to use our 

Chakras the wrong way (not an expression of LOVE) so that our energy bodies leaks energy towards a 

foreign system/intention.. We have been kept in a state of Fear: NO HEART CONNECTION...only using 

the strategic mind:LOWER BRAIN/REPTILIAN BRAIN. Activating the foreign installation 

within...Empowering the slave Matrix. 

 

CANNABIS: 

Cannabis and "magic"mushrooms contain the substance THC and DMT. Both Substances are Organic 

cristalline in nature and so is our cristalline meridian sytem. All Cristalline resonates to the cristalline 

matrix and copies it's Data: Cristalline packages of DNA. The pineal gland is also a cristal and 

resonates to the same lightmatrix. 

Both plants bring the codes of the motherboard of Gaia/light Matrix for Humanity to heal.They 

contain the missing links damaged by the Atomic Blast of Atlantis and repair the cristalline light 

network within the human form. 

 

CANCER 

Cancer is a survival technic of the body telling you have a distortion in your light network. 

I we compare our consiousness to a tree  ( or a cannabis plant), which are also Beings. We See that 

the tree has no blockages. A tree has the consiousness that it can grow into infinity: No limits 



growing to the light. And it Roots grow towards the vibration of the sun of hollow earth, always 

towards the light creating a beautiful torodial field. 

 

When the cells/lightcollectors/leaves are prevented from collecting sunlight by being 

interupted/overshadowed the consiousness of the tree will be activated to produces more leaves to 

collect more light to survive to receive light 

The human body does the same.it duplicates cells: cancer. By using cannabis or such related 

cristalline substances you will make the meridian system dominant again. Ajusting to a more 

healthier lifestyle.The intent (heartconnection) of the "patient"is most important. It is also about 

overriding the system with...by Feeding the light meridiansystem and therefore not feeding the 

foreign installation.A fungus thrives in places where there is lack of light. 

Such Cheap solutions will not benefit the cabal's Pharmacutical industry. 

It is all about Choices. 

The Foreign network installed on the surface of Gaia has been Explained in the document embedded 

in the following link:  http://www.montaguekeen.com/2010-2013/page210.html 

 

If we see how the dark works we Know where to Blaze the Violet flame to transmute/recode the 

codes aligned to source: http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/group/quan-yin-and-the-lavender-

flame 

 

By blazing the Lavender Violet flame of transmutation, the blue ray of truth and the golden flame 

linking the metal matrix to the light network, We will deactivate the duality Matrix and the Foreign 

installation within Gaia and with the Human Form. By Letting the Rays come in through your crown 

chakra and blazing the 3 rays through your body into the leylines and towards the cabals system, you 

have read about now.You will begin to self heal and therefore Gaia, aligning her to the Energies of 

the Lightcities to come 

 

By Blazing this light through the cabal ether network by following their low energy trail we will 

transmute it back to source....LOVE. When we know how the dark works we know where to blaze 

LOVE...TRUTH. 

Their network and how they work must see the light to be transformed. 

Blaze your love Flames to Cleans this network for fulll Implementation of the cities of light. 

DEACTIVATING AND STARTING WITH A CLEAN SLATE:ZEROPOINT!VIRUS DOWN! 

 

Grace Gaia with the light of Heaven...haven ...home.. home is where you can be you...in your heart. 

 

In Coöperation with the forces of light 

PLEASE SHARE. 

 

Namasté 

Hilda 


